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ABSTRACT
Users often have difficulties relating general help information to the specific computer tasks which they are attempting to complete. A factor contributing to this problem is the distance between the space in which help is presented and the space in which users have to apply what they learn from help. Context-sensitive multimedia help potentially can reduce these distances. This paper discusses the use of context-sensitive graphical animation as one medium of help presentation in which the user’s task context is synthesized as part of procedural help demonstrations. This paper also discusses how a support for this kind of help has been integrated in an application environment, thus enables an automatic generation of this kind of help for various applications.
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INTRODUCTION
Traditional help contains general information which is independent of the context in which help is requested. Users often have difficulties relating general help information to the specific computer tasks which they are attempting to complete. A major factor contributing to this problem is the conceptual distance between the help space and the computer task problem space. Failure to relate information obtained from help to current problems could discourage users from consulting on-line help the next time a new problem occurs. Help would be more useful if it presented information in such a way that its content were directly related to the context of the user’s question.

Another factor contributing to the relevancy of help information problem is the representational distance between the help interface space—the space in which help is presented, and the application user interface space—the space to which users apply what they learn from help. In a traditional textual interface with textual help, this "representational" distance barely exists since both help and a user’s problem reside in the same textual space. With the introduction of advanced user interfaces employing more graphics, and now multimedia, the distance juxtaposed with older text-oriented help technology has been stretched. Using traditional textual help in advanced interfaces imposes an additional cognitive load on users because they must translate from the textual space to their actual work space.

Context-sensitive multimedia help potentially can reduce these distances. Introducing multimedia technology to help implies that help materials can possibly be presented in a way which is perceptually close to the application for which help is designed. This is more true in graphical interfaces where most tasks are not only visual but also animated in its nature. Dragging files, pulling down menus, moving the cursor from one place to another, etc., require continuous movements of input devices while the continuity of task context is maintained visually on the screen. To explain these processes in words as help to users is indirect. Users have to read and try to figure out where objects involved in a task are on the screen. Explaining which mouse buttons to use in a long task for a multiple-button mouse environment can be lengthy and distracting. Explanations of consequences of each action in a task in detail can be distracting, yet without them users do not foresee the consequences and are often surprised and confused when they perform the task. When a task description is long, an attempt to learn and memorize from textual help what to do in an actual graphical interface often breaks down rapidly.

Visual media such as static graphics (representing snapshots of screen states), pre-recorded video of how to perform tasks, and "context-sensitive" animated help naturally encode some or most of the visual cues in performing task procedures. While static graphics and video images have to be pre-recorded and cannot be rendered specifically to any particular task situations, animated help can be tailored to the current user’s context if designed properly. Making it even better as will be shown in the paper, its generation mechanism can be embedded in the application environment such that a current context is always accessible by help.
(a) Selecting the create NAND icon and selecting a location

(b) A NAND gate is created as a result.

Figure 1 Animation of How to Create a NAND Gate

(a) Selecting ROTATE from the Pulldown menu

(b) Select a Gate

(c) Select a Degree of Rotation

(c) Clicking on the OK Button

(d) The Selected Gate is then Rotated

Figure 2 Animation of How to Rotate a Gate
Figure 3  Animation of How To Connect Two Gates

Figure 4  Animation of How to Connect When A Gate is Hidden
Each animation scene can then be constructed and played at runtime using existing objects, their current attribute values, and current screen states. For this reason, context-sensitive animated help is by far a medium which closes the representational distance between help presentation and the actual interface. Animation of procedures directly on an interface should be thought of as an alternative medium in a multimedia help environment.

In the following sections, we will show various examples of context-sensitive animated help captured from a system called Cartoonist, a runtime environment with embedded context-sensitive animated help generation mechanisms. We will then give a quick overview of the system, discuss the implications of this form of help to multimedia help, and summarize related work in the area of animated help.

In order to demonstrate context-sensitive animated help in the next section, a digital circuit layout program with a MacDraw-like interface is used as a sample application. In this application, a user creates and places different kinds of gates—AND, OR, NAND, NOR, NOT, XOR—in a drawing pad. Once a gate is created, it can be moved around in the pad or deleted. Its attributes, such as fan-in, fan-out, number of input and output lines, etc., can be modified. Created gates can be connected to form a composite digital circuit in the pad. (For a graphical interface, when two gates are connected, a wire which visually represents a physical link between the two gates is created.) Connected gates can also be disconnected (by deleting the wire which connects them). A number of other components such as those dealing with inputs and outputs can be created and manipulated as well. We made Figure 1 fully show the interface for this application.

WHAT IS CONTEXT-SENSITIVE ANIMATED HELP?

Animated help refers to procedural help, delivered as animated demonstrations of how to perform tasks within an application interface. As can be seen from Figures 1 and 2, animated help involves superimposing a graphical "moving" animated character on a graphical interface to provide a visual, dynamic presentation of operations (on input devices—the mouse in this case) which complete the procedure in question. The animated character represents an input device; its movement on the screen spatially corresponds to the physical movement of the represented device. Screen objects which can be used to complete the procedure in question are incorporated as part of the animation. Essentially, the animation combines simulated movement of input devices and existing objects within the visual space of the screen to directly suggest the means by which a task can be completed.

Context-sensitive help refers to help which takes into account the current context in which help is requested and tailors help presentations appropriate to the context.

Context-sensitive animated help ideally would provide the kind of help a human expert would provide when giving help to a novice; when asked to help, the expert looks at the current user context, asks the users what they are trying to achieve, determines a reasonable solution for the given context, and shows the solution by explaining and demonstrating in that particular context. If the context needs to be rearranged so the procedure in question can be demonstrated, the expert would do so prior to demonstrating the intended procedure. Using the same paradigm, context-sensitive animated help not only animates requested procedural solutions, but also animates altering the current context so the task could be properly demonstrated.

Figures 3a through c show a case where there are a number of gates already created in the layout; some of them are already connected, some are not. Assume that the user just loaded a design begun by another design team member and does not know how to connect gates at this point. Upon requesting help on connect, some of the gates are selected from the current context. In these figures, a straightforward animation of selecting the connect icon, selecting the output line of a gate, and an input line of another gate completes the connect procedure. Assume that the context before asking the system to help on how to connect is as shown in Figure 4a where there are actually two gates already created, but one gate is scrolled away. Notice the position of the elevator in the horizontal scroll bar at the bottom of the layout window. The hidden gate is scrolled away to the left of the window. Figures 4b through c show a partial animation of how to connect at the point where the help system just finished showing selecting the connect icon and the output line of a gate (highlighted in both figures). The animation shows how to scroll the other gate back to the visible range, then continues with the connect procedure.

BEHIND ANIMATION SCENES

Environment

Cartoonist is a knowledge-driven user interface environment designed to meet the objective of supporting automatic generation of context-sensitive animated help. In Cartoonist, knowledge about an application and its interface specifications is captured at design time, to support the automatic runtime interface of the application including the context-sensitive animated help. An application designer defines all application actions to be supported in an application, then determines their bindings to interface actions. Once application routines are supplied for all actions and after some initial setup, Cartoonist is ready to run the application. The same knowledge is used to construct animations of how to perform tasks; the current context is synthesized for the animation scenes as part of the process.

Cartoonist is implemented in ParcPlace Smalltalk version 2.5. While the particular prototype for this research was mainly developed on Sun/3 and Sparc2 workstations, the ParcPlace Smalltalk platform is rather flexible and allows
the executable image of Cartoonist to be transferred to other machines that support the same version of SmallTalk without modifications.

Knowledge Base

The Cartoonist's knowledge base, used as a basis to generate animation, is grouped in 3 categories: application action, interface action, and interaction techniques. The first two categories – application action and interface action – share the same representation. Application actions are those actions meaningful in a specific application domain. Examples are such as reducing the size of an image or drawing a centered heading on top of a page action in a desktop publishing program. Interface actions are those actions specific to particular user interface styles, but can be used in various application domains. Examples are such as scrolling a window or selecting a command button action in a graphical interface style, or typing a character string action in a text-oriented interface style. Mappings from an application action to interface actions define the interface for that particular action. Cartoonist, upon accepting a request on how to perform an "application" task, depends on these mappings to construct the animation scene at the level detailed enough for the current interface style. More detail of the mapping syntax is documented in [Sukaviriya91a].

Action: connect
Parameters:
object1 Class object1 Component
, NotClass object1 Wire,
IsPartOf object1 CurrentDesign;
object2 Class object2 Component,
NotClass object2 Wire,
IsPartOf object2 CurrentDesign,
NotSame object1 object2;
outLine Class outLine OutputLine,
IsPartOf outLine object1;
inLine Class inLine InputLine,
IsPartOf inLine object2;
Pre-conditions:
exist (object1)
exist (object2)
hasExceedOutputFanout (object1)
hasUnconnectedInputLines (object2)
Post-conditions:
reduceFanout (object1)
reducedConnectedInputLines (object2)
connected (object1)
connected (object2)

Figure 5 Connect Action Representation

With the User Interface Design Environment's knowledge representation scheme [Foley91] as its predecessor, each action in Cartoonist is defined with parameters, pre-conditions – conditions which must be true prior to performing the action, and post-conditions – consequences of the action. Each parameter is defined with constraints which state the criteria of parameter values acceptable for the action for which it is defined. Figure 5 shows the representation of a connect action in the digital circuit layout application. (Parameter constraints of a parameter are listed next to the parameter.) It is these parameter constraints which Cartoonist uses to automatically select appropriate values for action parameters to be used in animations. The selection process varies from randomly selecting from an acceptable range (of an enumerated type or an integer range, for example) to selecting from the current context a value or an object which satisfies the constraints.

The third category of Cartoonist's knowledge is interaction technique. Each interaction technique captures the lexical steps, both input steps and output feedback, of an interaction; an example is shown in Figure 6. In the same fashion as application actions are mapped to interface actions, interface actions are mapped to interaction techniques. By traversing the mappings from application actions to interface actions to interaction techniques, complete lexical detail of how to perform a task is obtained by Cartoonist. While extracting appropriate objects from the current context for an animation scene using parameter constraints as guidance, it is this lexical detail in interaction technique representation which guides the actual animation of displaying symbols such as a mouse with a button down, a keyboard with a key pressed, etc. Descriptions of the architecture of Cartoonist and how these knowledge entities are semantically linked and used to create help scenarios are elaborated in [Sukaviriya90, Sukaviriya91a].

Technique: MouseClickObject
Parameters: object
Steps: pressMouseButton (point)
verifyPointWithinAnyObject (point, object)
releaseMouseButton (object)
verifyPointWithinAnyObject (point, object)

Figure 6 MouseClickObject Interaction Technique

Architecture

In Cartoonist, its help component is tightly integrated with the user interface control component; communication channels have been established which allow contextual information to be accessible by both the help and the user interface components. To maintain consistency of system feedback during each animation, Cartoonist, instead of simulates system feedback as it goes, only animates the input part of each interaction delegating the burden of demonstrating the system feedback to the user interface component. We have designed the knowledge representation model such that a sufficient amount of information is available to animated help to simulate input tokens. Taking advantage of input token specifications (represented with interaction techniques), Cartoonist simulates input tokens, which substitute for the real tokens which would have been generated by the actual input

† Component is a superclass of the class Gate.
activities being animated, while animating each input step. The architecture is designed such that the control is switched back and forth between the interface component which generates feedback, and the animated help component for incremental animation.

**Animation**

In Figure 1, Cartoonist simply retrieves the definition of the `createNAND` action and randomly selects a location within the current design for the NAND gate to be created. In Figure 2, Cartoonist selects among the existing gates in the design to demonstrate how to rotate, randomly selects among the choices for degrees of rotation, and interacts with the dialogue box object to determine whether there is an OK button. In this case there is, so it animates selecting the OK button to complete the rotation procedure. At the end of each animated help session, Cartoonist prompts the user whether the context before the animation should be restored. If the user does not want to restore the context, Cartoonist takes no actions and easily ends the help session. The context is restored otherwise.

Notice in Figure 5 the pre-conditions in the `connect` action representation, which state that there must be at least two gates for connection, `gate1` must not exceed its fan-out limit, and `gate2` must have at least an input line available for connection. These conditions are satisfied in the context of Figure 3, therefore, the animation of connect can be performed within the context. Had the OR gate selected for the destination for connection in this scenario no available input lines, Cartoonist would select some other gate instead, either the NAND gate or the XOR gate in this case.

When at least one of the pre-condition of an action to be animated is not true, Cartoonist invokes its planner to come up with a plan which satisfies it. The planning algorithm implemented in Cartoonist partially follows the planning model in [Wilkins88]. The general strategy for Cartoonist's planning is to satisfy each unsatisfied pre-condition separately until all conditions are satisfied. At the end, the whole plan is linearized into a sequential list of actions and is passed back to Cartoonist to be animated. Had there be only one or zero gate in the design of Figure 3, Cartoonist would invoke the planner to come up with actions which would make two gates exist in the design.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action: <code>selectObject</code></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameters:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- object Class object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- ApplicationObject;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-conditions:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- visible (object)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-conditions:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- highlighted (object)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 7 SelectObject Action Representation**

Figure 4 demonstrates the case where all pre-conditions of the `connect` action has all its pre-conditions satisfied, yet the context is still not appropriate for connection, specifically at the interface level. In this case, the `selectObject` action (shown in Figure 7), which is bound to the task of both selecting an input line and output line of a gate for `connect`, requires that the gate be visible for selection. The planner comes up with a `scroll-window` action which could bring back the gate to the visible range. Cartoonist has to compute how far to scroll the window based on the location of the invisible gate – locations of objects are part of the context which it shares with the user interface component.

**RELATED WORK**

LeFevre's study supported the fact that people would use examples, if provided, first and sometimes alone, to find solutions to their procedural problems [LeFevre86]. The examples she used in her experiments were pictorial and were similar to her problem domain, thus similarity of examples to problem solving procedures was one of the reasons she concluded why her subjects preferred examples. Boomer's experiment proved that subjects receiving graphical instructions, with or without text, were superior in speed [Boomer75]. Palmiter's experiments showed that subject trained with animated demonstrations, with or without spoken text, were superior both in speed and accuracy in performing tasks [Palmiter91]. Wickens' compatibility theory, concluded with support from his experiments, indicated high compatibility among visual stimuli, spatial information processing, and manual responses (moving a joystick, for example). These human factor studies support the use of graphics for procedural instructions, both in static and dynamic formats. The older static form was dominated by studies for printed instructions and older, non-graphical computer technology; interactive graphical and multimedia interfaces would require more than static graphics to ensure the compatibility between procedural help and the actual procedures. All these evidences strongly supports animation as one form of help medium. Context-sensitivity is our conjecture for more effective help presentation medium, its utility is undergoing a study as proposed in [Sukaviriya91b].

A number of animated help systems or the like predated Cartoonist. CADHELP used pre-stored animation for a CAD application [Cullingford82]; the animation part for the same system was later improved and implemented as a new animation engine called GAK [Neiman82]. GAK used the same representations used by the explanation system in CADHELP to render the animation; no runtime information was incorporated into GAK's generation process. APEX intelligently rendered graphical illustrations from its knowledge base and displayed graphical symbols to emphasize the instructions on which objects to operate on and in which directions [Feiner85]. APEX's graphical illustrations were a step close to animation. Its focus on automatic generation is similar to that of Cartoonist.

Apple Macintosh's introductory guided tour [Apple88] was a good example of how effective animation could be used. However, the Macintosh animation was pre-stored and the guided-tour package ran as a single application; it was inaccessible when users were actually performing tasks. An
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have discussed: the definition of context-sensitive animated help, the system which can automatically generates this kind of help, previous research related to animated help, and its significance in the context of multimedia help.

In addition to integrating animation into a multimedia help environment, our more specific future direction is to use the same mechanism in Cartoonist to generate a short, context-sensitive tutorial session. Based on parameter constraints, the system can provide some general information about the parameter types and then ask users to participate in selecting values for (or selecting objects as) the parameters. If the values are not acceptable, the semantic of constraints can be used as a basis to explain to users why they are not acceptable. By using pre- and post-conditions of actions, the system can search for actions which would satisfy the unsatisfied pre-conditions and ask users to choose among them. This way, when help is requested on an action, of which some pre-conditions are not satisfied, the users would have more control of how these conditions should be satisfied assisted by the system searching for the candidate actions. By being able to participate in selecting different parameter values, help can be used as a way to experiment with "what will happen if I do this?" questions. This is applicable both at the action level, and at the task level with several actions involved.

Another interesting direction is to use context-sensitive animated help as a way to teach users more difficult, situation-specific semantics of an action. When learning a new action, users normally would not want to know every detail of the action. Context-sensitive animation may be confusing at this point for novices. However, specific contexts may require knowing more detail of the action semantics and how to use the action appropriately; once the users have a general idea about an action, context-sensitive animation, with explanation of the rationale of the system selection of certain parameter values for example, would serve well for the users to incrementally learn about the action.
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